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MASN Project
Maryland All-Sky Network (MASN) is 

a part of the University Maryland's 
Astronomy department. It is an 
expandable array of observatories that 
takes images of the night sky. For my 
capstone I helped work on some of the 
scripts that help visualize the data for a 
given night.

Each night thousands of photos are 
taken by the observatory, and each 
photo contains important data. An 
example of that tabular data is pictured 
below.

SkyTab Images
A night’s images are in the form of 

FITS files which contain information in 
the header of each file. As there are 
thousands of images in a night, we 
want to visualize some of the data in a 
meaningful way. We visualize this with 
Python which plots meaningful data 
from the night including:

• Exposure time
• Brightness
• A moon phase visualization
• Sunrise and sunset
• Night sky clarity

The graphs on the left are two plots 
on the SkyTab diagrams. On the top is 
the brightness graph which helps 
visualize the clarity of the night sky. The 
bottom is the exposure graph. The red 
and blue lines indicate sunset and 
sunrise times, respectively.
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Learned Skills
Throughout the capstone there are 

various new tools and libraries that I 
was introduced and familiarized to 
during work. These include:

• Python
• Git
• Python Libraries

• Matplotlib
• Numpy
• Astropy
• Astroplan

Example SkyTab Diagrams
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Future
An issue remains with the switch from 

fixed to variable exposure. The switch 
allows for improved image clarity at the 
cost of causing brightness values to be 
more constant, negatively affecting the 
visualization of night sky clarity from the 
SkyTab brightness graph.

Solving this will likely be down to 
producing a function to normalize the 
brightness values graphed based on 
exposure time. Portion of SkyStats.py
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